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There is something about Dr Dre that is hard 
to describe. He rocks some astounding beats 
and raps too!! I like to call this something 
about him Drezilla, the ability to be larger than 
life but still be grounded in the you canʼt be 
serious hugeness of it all. Whether you love 
him or hate him he has been on the scene 
redefining gangster rap and turning it into a 
monster. Godzilla is pretty much something 
you laugh at and gangster rap is the same but 
occasionally you wonder, what if? The old 
guard of Australian society would cringe but 
probably think good on him for making so 
much money. Hip Hop always stood out for me 
because it contrasted with the everyday 
whiteness of Australian culture. The beach, 
barbecues and beer. There are other cultures 
out there and plenty of them but the ethos 
when I was growing up was to do white stuff. 
You all listened to rock, surfed, smoked pot, 
but you didnʼt listen to rap or hang around 
urban decay with a spraycan. In Australia 
people tend to take over a suburb rather than 
just integrate. For instance a suburb might be 
predominantly Asian but it depended and at 
the least they would hang together away from 
the general whiteness of the suburbs.

Drezilla, digital image 2011

Beacon, digital image 2011
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Why not throw yourself out? It can get boring being 
yourself so get the hell out of here! I had this 
perception of myself being like a broken toaster: 
annoying. Most broken stuff gets sent to the council 
clean up hopefully to be recycled, maybe loved once 
again and fixed. Most of it gets sent to landfill never 
to be heard from again. All those broken people just 
getting sent to the equivalent of landfill, its hard to 
say what the landfill equivalent is without offending 
someone so I will leave it up to you. We all have 
fears and opinions. Where do the broken go? Makes 
you think of a Beatles song but more lonely I guess 
you would get lonely. Keep producing, keep working, 
keep moving and donʼt look back.

“Throw Out” digital photo 2011 photo by Lauren Carter
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The idea of stencils are great, they are an 
awesome tool. The “key” and “punch card” are 
as close as I have come to stencils, it is full of 
possibilities but kind of does nothing (like me). 
The punch card goes a bit further to reference 
early computing which I find fascinating but 
really it is all the possible combinations that can 
be achieved rather than referencing computing 
although it is in the back of my mind and can be 
the same thing as data is encoded in a physical 
way. The “key” work has shapes that are within 
my own vocabulary of graffiti although my own 
work can be more intricate whereas the level of 
detail can only go so far on that scale though I 
am sure it could be pushed further. With both 
works I almost want to see the possible 
combinations but feel this would destroy the 
state of the works and exhaust the idea or let it 
out of its pristine container to a hostile world 
where anything could happen.

key 2011

labels 2011
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punch card 2011

Aerosol Video with labels 2011
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SmAsHeD
Shattered

Shattered 2011
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